Greetings Mayor and Council-

We probably should have mentioned in this memo that we'll be doing a big communications push on this initiative starting in May with Earthquake preparedness week, where we'll have an event featuring the quake cottage at a public event at Science World. We'll also be doing a presentation at council in early April on the Disaster Support Hubs.

Thanks
Sadhu

Sadhu Afochs Johnston
City Manager
City of Vancouver

sadhu.johnston@vancouver.ca
o. 604.873.7627
twitter: sadhuajohnston
www.vancouver.ca

Dear Mayor and Council,

Please see the attached memo regarding the Earthquake Preparedness Strategy project update on Disaster Support Hubs.

A short summary of the memos is as follows:

As part of the year one update to the Earthquake Preparedness Strategy in February 2015, the installation of Disaster Support Hubs was highlighted as a priority action. The initiative involves posting Disaster Support Hub signage at selected sites to indicate areas where citizens can gather to share information and resources following an earthquake. In Vancouver, the Disaster Support Hub signs will be posted at 25 locations throughout Vancouver starting in March and April.

Best,
Sadhu

Sadhu A. Johnston
Acting City Manager
City of Vancouver

sadhu.johnston@vancouver.ca
o. 604.873.7627
twitter: sadhuajohnston
www.vancouver.ca